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Abstract 2
A Legacy measurement at the Tevatron

CDF and D0 have measured the effective leptonic weak mixing angle 
sin2θeff

lept (Mz) , using their full Tevatron datasets.

I describe the new techniques used in CDF and D0 analyses and the 
Tevatron combination of these two measurements.

I also discuss the Zfitter standard model-based inference of the on-shell 
electroweak mixing angle sin2T_W(on-shell) , or equivalently, an indirect 
measurement of the  W-boson mass. 

The combination of CDF and D0 results yields:

sin2θeff
lept (Mz)     = 0.23179 ± 0.00035

,
sin2θw (on shell)  = 0.22356 ± 0.00035

M_W (indirect) = 80.351 ± 0.018 GeV/c2

I also discuss prospect for improved measurements at the LHC



Standard Model  vs Super symmetry 3

http://pdg.lbl.gov/2014/reviews/rpp2014-rev-standard-model.pdf 
K.A. Olive et al. (PDG), Chin. Phys. C38, 090001 (2014) (http://pdg.lbl.gov) 

            Standard Model  vs    Super symmetry 6 

SM 

MSSM 
MW=80.385±0.015 GeV               
        (TeV/LEP2) 
 
 MTOP-CMS 2015      =172.44±0.48 GeV 

http://pdg.lbl.gov/2014/reviews/rpp2014-rev-standard-model.pdf 
K.A. Olive et al. (PDG), Chin. Phys. C38, 090001 (2014) (http://pdg.lbl.gov) 

            Standard Model  vs    Super symmetry 3 

SM 

MSSM 

K.A. Olive et al. (PDG), Chin. Phys. C38, 090001 (2014)   
(http://pdg.lbl.gov) 

MW=80.385±0.015 GeV 
        (TeV/LEP2) 
Mtop-2014=173.34±0.76 GeV 
 
 

(a) (b)

2015: Tension would 
be  ~2σ with the most 
recent  measurement 
MT at CMS, and ~1.3σ
with old Tevatron MT .2014: tension ~1.5σ

between the direct
Measurements of 
Mw and SM

With a known Higgs 
mass, the SM is over
-constrained.

M
W

MTOP MTOP

M
W

±15
MeV

Standard model is over constrained



Direct measurement of W mass  LEP & Tevatron 4

4

http://pdg.lbl.gov/2014/reviews/rpp2014-rev-w-mass.pdf

The  most recent 2.2 fb-1 

Tevatron measurements 
(CDF and Dzero)
have errors of ~20 MeV.

Legacy sample 9.1 fb-1

analyses not yet 
completed. Aim at
10 MeV error ?ATLAS (2017) 80.370+-19

Currently direct measurement’s precision is    20 MeV



Z production Hadron colliders 5

The axial and vector
neutral currents interfere

Weak neutral current
strength  related to sin2θeff

e+e- mass Z boson measured precisely in e+e- colliders)

sin2θW=sin2θWon-shell = 1-Mw
2 / Mz

2 

Standard model parameters are not all independent:

Now that we know Higgs mass, Standard model is over constrained.  With EW radiative
corrections, a measurement of sin2θeff is equivalent to a measurement of Mw

Altertatively we can also make an indirect measurement of the W mass



Drell – Yan Process 6

6



Afb for u and d type quark
7

Large

Small



Precision of indirect Measurement of W mass 8
MW can be determined indirectly via the relation

sin2θWon-shell = 1-Mw
2 / Mz

2  

±0.00040 error  in sin2θw is equiv. to  ±20 MeV error in Mw (indirect)

Both  sin2θWon-shell and   sin2θeffleptonic (Mz) can be   extracted from Drell-Yan
forward-backward asymmetry (Afb). 

if  we include EW  radiative corrections. Mw
indirect can be extracted from sin2θWon-shell 

• If the SM is correct, then both direct and indirect measurements of MW should 
agree. Deviations may imply the possibility of new physics.

• Similarly different measurements of   sin2θefflleptonic (Mz) should also agree and     
deviations may imply new physics. 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
As shown in this talk, for the full Run II 9. fb-1 Tevatron data,  the uncertainties in  direct and indirect  measurements of Mw

are now comparable.



Start with CDF detector 9

Central |ηdet|<1.05 

Plug 
1.2<|ηdet|<2.8 



CDF e+e- mass spectrum (CC and CP)  10
CDF e+e- Central-Central (CC)

227K events. background ~1.1%

(CC) 

The data are the crosses and the red histogram the sum of the simulation and all backgrounds.
The backgrounds are: QCD (magenta), Z → ττ (green), W+jets (blue), WW+WZ+ZZ (cyan), and tt (purple).
The χ2 between the data and sum of the simulation and backgrounds is 56 for 50 bins. 

CDF e+e- Central-Plug (CP)
258K events bkgd ~ 1.2 %
.

(42 to 400 GeV)

CDF ee PHY REV D 93, 112016 (2016



µ+ µ- mass spectrum (CC) 11

CDF  µ+µ- : :Phys. Rev. D89, 072005 (2014)

CDF µ+µ- (CC)  227K events

Central-central (CC)
µ+ µ-

Bkgd:  EWK 0.5%
QCD 0.1% (same sign



Collins Soper frame angles 12

12

Cosθ in the Collins-Soper (CM frame of the dilepton pair)

C-S Frame angles
Can be expressed
in terms of lab
variables

Z(PT)

Lab frame

Z(PT=0)
CM frame)

protonAntiproton

protonAntiproton

gluon



CDF µ+µ- &  e+e- 9.7 fb-1   sin2θW analyses 13

1:  Electroweak radiative corrections:
sin2θW is constant  while  sin2θeff

lept (M ee ,flavor)  is not. Implement Full ZFITTER  EW radiative corrections, Enhanced Born 
Approximation (EBA), include full complex form factors  implemented in private versions of RESBOS, POWHEG, and LO.   
Ref   Phys. Rev. D 88, 072002 (2013) Appendix A’.   Implemented in CDF in 2013 by Willis Sakumoto (Rochester).

2:  Precise lepton momentum/energy scale for muons and electrons  
using a new method (is also relevant for W mass) (used in CDF, CMS, D0)
(will also reduce scale error for Mw measurement)  Ref: A. Bodek et al.  Euro. Phys. J.  C72, 2194 (2012) 

3: Event weighting method for AFB analyses:  
(systematic errors in acceptance, and efficiencies cancel)- Ref.  A. Bodek.  Euro. Phys. J.  C67, 321 (2010)
in addition, less sensitive to momentum calibration  (used in CDF    CMS)

4:: New PDF constraints using the same Drell Yan Data. (is also relevant for W mass)
Use Drell-Yan  forward-backward asymmetry to constrain  parton distribution functions - (will also reduce PDF errors for 
Mw measurement)  Ref A. Bodek et al  Euro. Phy. J. C76:115 (2016)  ( used in CDF- CMS)

Several new techniques are used:

Next I describe each one of the four new techniques in more detail
(and also how these techniques can be used at the LHC)

Phys. Rev. D89, 072005 (2014)



1. Implement  ZFITTER EBA EW radiative corrections 14
sin2θW (on-shell) is a constant  while  sin2θeff

lept (M ee ,flavor)  is not.

Full ZFITTER  EW radiative corrections, Enhanced Born Approximation (EBA), include full complex form 
factors  implemented private versions of RESBOS, POWHEG, and LO)      Phys. Rev. D 88, 072002 (2013) 
Appendix A’  (W. Sakumoto,  University of Rochester)

They are modified by ZFITTER 6.43 form factors (which are complex)

We account  for sin2θeff dependence on quark flavor (weak isospin)
and dilepton mass à get sin2θeff

leptonic(Mz) 



EBA rad corr CDF sin2θeffleptonic (Mz)   and   sin2θwon-shell 15
Afb(M) depends on  sin2θeffelectron (M), 
sin2θeffu-quark (M), sin2θeffd-quark (M).

Sin2θeff has a small flavor and  dilepton mass
dependent. The convention is to extract
sin2θeffleptonic (Mz)   

Start with theory sin2θWon-shell

à add SM form factors  and EW rad corrections 

Predict à sin2θeffelectron (M), sin2θeffu-quark (M), 
sin2θeffd-quark (M)

Add  QCD +PDFsà Predict  Afb (M)&  A4 (M)

Compare  predicted Afb (M) to data.

Extract both   sin2θWon-shell and  sin2θeffleptonic (Mz).
----------------------------------------------------

previous  analyses neglect mass and flavor 
dependence of  sin2θeff and extracted an 
average value only.

AFB = (3/8) A4



2. Precise Energy/Momentum Scale corrections 16
New technique used for both  µ+µ- and e+e- for both data and MC. ( Ref A. 
Bodek et al.  Euro. Phys. J.  C72, 2194 (2012))   We use it in  CDF and CMS  for muons and 
electrons.   A similar method is used in D0 for electrons.

In some cases, MC is more misaligned than data.

Step I : Remove the correlations between the scale for the two leptons by getting an 
initial calibration using  Z events and requiring that the  mean <1/PT> of each lepton in bins of  η, Φ and 
charge be correct.

Step II: The Z mass used as a reference scale.  The  Z mass  as a function of 
η, Φ, (and charge for µ+µ- )  of each lepton be correct (done in bins of η, Φ ).  

• Reference scale for muons: The expected  Z mass (post FSR) smeared by resolution (with 
acceptance cuts). (in CMS J/Ψ and Υ are also used for tuning dE/dx). ---yield true momentum 

• Reference scale for  electrons (used at D0):  PDG Z mass  ✟

Usually, both data and MC are misaligned (or mis-calibrated for electrons)
Corrections must be apply to both data and MC to agree with the
Z  reference scale.

✟ For some applications, reference choice does not matter as much as long as 
both data and MC use the same reference. 



3. Angular  event weighting method 17



3. Angular  event weighting method:  Summary 18
Angular event weighting method for AFB analyses 

Ref. A. Bodek, Euro. Phys. J. C67, 321(2010)

dN/dcosθ =    1+cos2θ + A0(M,PT) (1- 3cos2θ)/2  + A4(M, PT) cosθ

• Angular event weighting is equivalent to extraction of A4(M)  in bins of 
cos θ, and averaging the results. 

• Events at large  cosθ provide  better determination of A4, so they are 
weighted more than events at small cosθ. 

• For each cosθ acceptance and efficiencies cancel to first order. The 
resulting statistical errors are 20% smaller. Afb (all cosθ)=(3/8) A4(M) . 
Afb (all cosθ) is effectively the fully acceptance corrected asymmetry.

• Since cosθ=0 events do not contribute, method is no sensitive to 
miscalibrations



Muon scale corrections and Event weighting 19
• For standard Afb analysis. Misalignments flip Afb

for events near  cosθ=0 and shift their mass, 
causing wiggles in Afb vs mass.

Scale corrections 
Bodek et al.  Euro. Phys. J.  C72, 2194 (2012)) 

• Since events near cosθ=0 do no contribute to 
event weighting, the  event weighting method 
is not as  sensitive to misalignments.

Event weighting method for AFB analyses  
A. Bodek, Euro. Phys. J. C67, 321(2010) 

• Angular event weighting does not correct for resolution smearing and final 
state radiation, which are included later in the unfolding. 

• Angular event weighting does not correct for the dependence of Afb on 
rapidity.  Rapidity dependence can be taken care of by using rapidity weighting, or binning 
in rapidity, or by using a MC bias correction.  In CDF it is small so we use MC bias correction.

(At the LHC, we need to use bins in rapidity).

Simulation

Afb Counting
Method LHC



CDF electron θand φ distributions in  Collins-Soper frame 20

In CDF Acceptance is very
well modeled for ee pairs.CC

only

CC+CP

ee pairs

muon pairs
In CDF muon detectors have 
many components, so it is 
more difficult to model 
Acceptance for muon pairs.

Here we Must use event weighting.

ee pairs

CDF  µ+µ- :Phys. Rev. 
D89, 072005 (2014)

ee PHY REV D 93, 112016 (2016)

In general we aim at modeling acceptance
+eff very well AND use event weighting



CDF Raw  Afb CDF µ+µ- and e+e- 21

Afb Background subtracted.
Raw no FSR or
smearing corrections

µ+µ-

raw

µ+µ- :Phys. Rev. D89, 072005 (2014)

e+e-
Raw

Afb Background subtracted.
Raw no FSR or
smearing corrections

http://www-cdf.fnal.gov/physics/ewk/2015/zAfb9ee/

µ+µ- :|y|< 1.0 

Note mass ranges are different

e+e- :|y|< 1.7 

ee PHY REV D 93, 112016 (2016



CDF e+e-:  unfolding  for Resolution and FSR    22

e+e-: Afb Background 
subtracted :Raw no
FSR or unsmearing cor
rections

e+e-: no 
unfolding

e+e- Afb: Afb unfolded
fully corrected for FSR and
Detector resolution

e+e-
Unfolded
For FSR and
Detector
resolution

e+e- :|y|< 1.7 

CDF ee PHY REV D 93, 112016 (2016

In principle, unfolding is not needed in this
analysis. However it is needed if in the future, a 
theorist wants to do a NNLO analysis.



The measured Afb depend on  the coverage in rapidity. This comes from the fraction of
events where antiquarks in the proton interact with quarks in the antiproton.
A small dilution effect depends  on the antiquark distributions and  the  rapidity range of the data

23
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dσ/dy

Rapidity dependence of antiquark dilution     

µ+µ- :
require
|y|< 1 

e+e- :
require
|y|< 1.7 

For y<1  very little y dependence of  dilution. Small Bias correction.



CDF Bias correction (mostly for dilution) 24

Compare MC input Afb(M) to fully reconstructed and unfolded MC.
This bias  correction – corrects for all 2nd order effects mostly rapidity coverage.

At LHC rapidity depencence is large and we must use rapidity bins instead. 

e+e- :|y|< 1.7 

µ+µ- :|y|< 1 0.00#
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CDF sin2θW extraction using templates 25

This analysis is repeated with1. POWEG    2.  RESBPOS
3.  Tree-Level LO 

For the POWHEG analysis, the extraction is repeated
100 times for all 100 NNPDF3.0 replicas to get PDF error

.

CDF ee PHY REV D 93, 112016 (2016)



CDF e+e sin2θeff and  sin2θW results 26

25.

e+e- data only 

The statistical error of 0.00049  (e+e- data only) dominates

QCD  order diference:                         (NLO - LO) =+- 0.00002

QCD scale error  (vary running scales x2, and 0.5)   = +-0.00003 
(renormalization/factorization scale)

PDF

PDF Weighted= reduced pdf error discussed later in talk

CDF ee:



CDF e+e only sin2θeff and  sin2θW errors 27
e+e- data only : Systematic errors-

The statistical error of 0.00048 dominates 
The experimental systematic error of 0.00005 is negligible

The “ PDF constrained” errors
Include constraints
from Afb data
(described later in this talk).

“PDFs constrained”

Next: Combine with muon data

CDF ee:



CDF combination:  electron and muon errors 28

The systematic error is dominated by 0.00016  PDF uncertainties (reduced from 0.00020)
The PDF errors include constraints from Afb data (described in later in the slides that follow).

The Afb measurements using ee-pairs and  µµ-pairs  which are 
over different kinematic ranges: |yee| < 1.7 and |yµµ| < 1. 

For the combined result on sin2θW  Afb templates are calculated separately, 
and the joint χ2 of the individual comparisons used to extract sin2θW

PHY REV D 93, 112016 (2016)

CDF ee+ µµ:



CDF combining electron and muon results 29

The “PDF constrained”  errors include constraints from Afb data (described later in this talk).

The combined statistical error of         0.00043 dominates 
The experimental systematic error of 0.00005 is negligible

The largest systematic  is the
“constrained”  0.00016 PDF error (reduced from 0.00020) 

“PDF constrained”

CDF ee+ µµ:



30D0 analysis

D0: ee



31D0  ee analysis

CC-CC CC-CC

EC-EC

D0: ee
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NNPDF2.3

D0 ee analysis

(Partial)

D0 ee:

(RESBOS)

D0 ee:



33CDF analysis - 1

NNPDF3.0 (Constrained)

CDF ee+µµ
:

CDF ee+µµ



34Comparison D0 and CDF rad corr

Changes by sin2θW  by +0.00008

Changes by sin2θW  by + 0.00022

(Partial Zgrad)

sin2θW

(Full EBA)

(Full)

(Partial)

CDF ee+µµ

D0 ee:



35

Note full EBA rad correction changes by sin2θeff =0.00022

larger than 0.00017
PDF error 

Combining CDF and D0



36Combining CDF and D0

ICHEP Aug 2016  FERMILAB-CONF-16-295-E
http://tevewwg.fnal.gov/wz/sw2eff/

tevewwg.fnal.gov/wz/sw2eff/drafts/Fermilab_Conf_16_
295_E.pdf

0.00035 (total)

CDF ee+µµ
D0 ee

Combined CDF&D0



37

EBA EW
Rad corr

No EW
Rad corr*

*full EBA EW Rad corr increases sin2θeff
lept by +0.00022

0

0

0

Combining CDF and D0

http://tevewwg.fnal.gov/wz/sw2eff/

HERA (2016) 0.23350 +-0.00110 +-0.00060
arXiv:1603.09628

Combined CDF&D0



38Combining CDF and D0

0.024 GeV
0.024 GeV
0.018 GeV

Total



39

Higher MT

Lower MT

(4 MeV in Mw indirect)

sin2θeffleptonic (Mz) 

sin2θWon-shell vs sin2θeffleptonic (Mz) 



40Indirect W mass - Combining CDF and D0

ICHEP Aug 2016  FERMILAB-CONF-16-295-E
http://tevewwg.fnal.gov/wz/sw2eff/
evewwg.fnal.gov/wz/sw2eff/drafts/Fermilab_Conf_16_295_E.pdf

ATLAS (2017) 80.370+-19



41Tevatron Summary

+- 0.024 GeV
+-0.024 GeV
+-0.018 GeV

0.00035 (total)

Total

Tevatron
combination



42Standard Model  vs Super symmetry
MT=173.34+-0.76 GeV (Mar 2014 world average), Higgs mass 125.3 GeV.

At present: Mw direct and Indirect 
measurements have similar
precision

Direct Mw:   ATLAS
80.370±0.019 GeV

Direct Mw:   TeV+LEP2
80.385±0.015 GeV

Indirect Mw: LEP1+SLD 
80.363±0.020 GeV(with MT )

MSSM

indirect Mw: Tevatron
CDF (ee+µµ)+D0 (ee)
80.351±0.018 GeV



43

QCD  order diference (CDF ee y<1.7):     (NLO - LO) =  0.00002
QCD scale error ee (vary running scales x2, and 0.5)      = 0.00003 

(renormalization/factorization scale)
The statistical error of 0.00049  (e+e- data only) dominates

QCD  order diference (CDF µµ y<1.0):     (NLO - LO) =  0.00002
QCD scale error ee (vary running scales x2, and 0.5)      =  0.00006 

(renormalization/factorization scale)
The statistical error of 0.00090  (µµ data only) dominate

For comparison  for LHC 8 TeV µµ CMS-like detector
QCD scale error LHC  (vary running scales x2, and 0.5)    = 0.00010 

(renormalization/factorization scale)

A. QCD Scale/QCD higher order Error:  0.00003
B. PDF Error   0.00020 reduced to 0.00016 with PDF reweighting
C. EW radiative corrections (increase extracted value by 0.00022)
(1/3 from form factors, 1/3 from u-d dependence, 1/3 from M dependence)

Theoretical Errors

Conclude:  QCD scale error  can be neglected at Tevatron and also at LHC.
PDF error is largest systematic error, so focus on it

sin2θeff
lept (Mz), 



CDF: Reducing PDF errors 44
We use combined e+e µ+µ Afb data to constrain PDFs using a new method

Ref :  A. Bodek. J. Han, A. Khukhunaishvili, W. Sakumoto:” Using Drell-Yan
forward-backward asymmetry to constrain parton distribution functions” 

EPJC, 76(3), 1-12 (2016) arXiv:1507.02470. 
Reduces  NNPDF  3.0  PDF  (NNLO)  error  in  sin2θeff from      ± 0.00020 to   ± 0.00016

All PDF groups provide a default (central) PDF set. There are two methods 
that are used for the determination of PDF uncertainties in the analysis.

1. Hessian Matrix:  Use a set of eigenvector error PDFs.
The PDF uncertainties in a measurement are determined by repeating the analysis for all of the error PDF sets, and 

adding in quadrature the difference in the result obtained with  the  error PDFs and the result obtained  with the  

default PDF.

2. Monte Carlo Replicas:  Use a set  of  N (e.g. 100 or 1000) replica PDFs.
Each of the PDF replicas has equal probability of being correct.  The central value of any observable is the 

average of the values  of  sin2θefff extracted with each one of the N PDF replicas.  The PDF error is the RMS of the 
values extracted using all  N replicas. 

The calculated PDF uncertainty is the same for both methods.  The two
Methods are equivalent.  From  Hessian PDFs one can construct a set of 
Monte Carlo replicas.  



CDF analysis PDF errors:  Monte Carlo Replica Method 45

For any given a set of Hessian eigenvector PDFs there is a prescription to 
generate an arbitrary number of PDF replicas.

We  use 100   NNPDF3.0 NNLO PDFs (NNPDF3.0 Includes LHC data)

For these100 replicas   RMS is the PDF error(Tevatron):   ± 0.00020 (PDF)

Although equivalent, the replica method is more useful for two reasons:
1. We can easily add constraints from new data (can also be done with 

Hessian PDFs).
2. We can easily find if the new data is consistent or inconsistent

with the PDFs 

MC Replica Method: s=sin2θ



Sensitivity of AFB(M)  to sin2θW and PDFs. 46

46

Because the dependence of  Afb(M)  on PDFs  
is different from the dependence of Afb(M) on  sin2θW

Dependence of  Afb(M)
on PDFs 

Dependence of Afb(M)
on  sin2θW

Difference of Afb(M) from a default PDF with default sin2θW

. 



Baysian Reweighting (incorporating new data) 47

AFB (M) data has never been used In PDF fits before
.

How can we  get both sin2θwAND constrain 
PDFs  from the same AFB (M) data  ?????

It is  clear how to do this  for new data that has not been used  in previous PDF fits. 
(e.g. new LHC W asymmetry data)

The new central value 
= weighted mean. 

The  new weighted RMS 
is the  reduced PDF uncertainty

A. Bodek. J. Han A. Khukhunaishvili, W. Sakumoto:
EPJC, 76(3), 1-12 (2016) arXiv:1507.02470 



CDF sin2θW : Reduce PDF errors with Baysian Reweighting 48

.
Weighted Mean  à sin2θW = 0.22400± 0.00041 (stat)
Weighted RMS =  reduced PDF error= ± 0.00016

n
n
±

Weighted PDF  error ±0.00016

100 NNPDF 3.0 (NNLO)  replicas

Ensemble PDFs are
constrained by reweighting

Technique can be used with any PDF set pr
ovided the PDF set is  consistent with the ne
w data. If the PDF sets are consistent with e
ach other the result 
(but not the PDF error) will be the
same.

These constrained PDFs can
be used for other analyses
(e.g. direct measurement 
of the W mass)

NNPDF3.0 NNLO PDFs  are
consistent with  the CDF
AFB (M) data  

Standard  PDF  error ±0.00020



MC Replica vs Hessian Method 49
https://]https://arxiv.org/pdf/1408.4572v1.pdf



Hessian Method 50

CDF Muons

Reminder:  With Hessian PDFs we use a set of eigenvector error PDFs.

The PDF uncertainties in a measurement are determined by repeating the 
analysis for all of the error PDF sets, and adding in quadrature the difference in 
the result obtained with  the  error PDFs and the result obtained  with the  
default PDF.



Baysian vs Hessian Reweighting 51

Hessian Matrix: No constraint = quadratic sum of the difference in sw2 from 
the nominal PDF for all n eigenvector error PDFs

With constraint = minimize    ee

MC Replica Method:  No constraint = RMS of the results all 100 PDFs
With constraint = Weight PDFs using  

Both methods give the same result for the best value of sin2θW 

And  also the same value  for the combined statistical and PDF errors for 
both the unconstrained and constrained cases.

Although both give the same results, the replica method also  provides
information about the consistency of the PDF set with the  Afb data.



Checking consistency of new data with PDFs 52
Bodek et al. EPJC, 76(3), 1-12 (2016):  MC study:   Fake data:  CTEQ6.6 , sin2θw=0.2242 

Analysis done using NNPDF3.0 NLO replicas.
The average  sin2θw from the fake data is

equal to the input value of sin2θw. The  weighted
sin2θw is also equal to the input value of sin2θw

Find that the CTEQ6.6 NLO  Fake data  is consistent  with the NNPDF3.0 
NNLO set.  (Note NNPDF3.0  fits includes LHC data).

Analysis is  done with NNPDF2.3 NLO replicas.
The average sin2θw from the  fake data is NOT 

equal to the input value of sin2θw. However, wei
ghted sin2θw analysis is closer to the
input value.

We find that CTEQ6.6 Fake data  is not consistent with NNPDF2.3 NNL
O set. Note NNPDF2.3 fits do not include LHC data, it

Statistics similar to CDF sample. CDF like detector

Note: this analysis can also be done with 
Hessian PDFs.
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Reducing  PDF errors using  constraints from  new data

At Tevatron CDF detector:
From 0.00020 to 0.00016

LHC 8 TeV CMS Like detector 10M  Z events:
From 0.00050 to 0.00028 

LHC 16 TeV CMS like detector: 120M Z events
From 0.00050 to 0.00014

Much more important at LHC
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All rapidity (y) 0<y<0.4              0.8<y<1.2            1.4My<2
0.4<y<0.8           1.2<y<1.4              1.4<y<2.4

Replica PDFs

NNPDF3.0
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Hessian PDFs
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All rapidity (y)

Horizontal axis dimuon mass.  The red lines 
show six variations of  sin2eff around the 
central value:  
+-0.00040, +-0.00080, +-0.00120

The green bands are the 25 O- and 25 O+ 
Hessian eigenvoctor error  PDFs.

The yellow band corresponds to the sum
in quadrature of the deviations 
of all the 25  error PDFs.

MMHT Hessian PDFs
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Pseudo data:  NNPDF 3.0 (nlo)  smeared  default sw2eff (powheg)=0.23120
Analyze pseudo-data with CT10 using Replica and Hessian approaches
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Using PDF reweighting,  with CT10
sw2eff =0.23092  bias =-0.00018
PDF error reduced from 
0.00076 to 0.00033

CT10 is an old PDF with a large PDF error  (0.00076)

Using PDF reweighting,  with NNPDF3.0
sw2eff =0.23132   bias = +0.00012
PDF error reduced from 
0.00051 to 0.00029

Statistics,  8 TeV CMS-like detector
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Pseudo data:  NNPDF 3.0 (nlo)  smeared  default sw2eff (poheg)=0.23120
Analyze pseudo-data with CT14 using Replica and Hessian approaches
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Statistics,  8 TeV CMS-like detector

Using PDF reweighting,  with CT14
sw2eff =0.23109   bias=-0.00011
PDF error reduced from 
0.00053 to 0.00033

Using PDF reweighting,  with NNPDF3.0
sw2eff =0.23132   bias = +0.00012
PDF error reduced from 
0.00051 to 0.00029

CT10 PDF include LHC data has a smaller PDF error  (0.00053)

Analysis with CT14 provides a good 
check on NNPDF3.0
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Pseudo data:  NNPDF 3.0 (nlo)  smeared  default sw2eff (poheg)=0.23120
Analyze pseudo-data with MMHT using Replica and Hessian approaches
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Std Dev    0.00025 MMHT PDFs appear to be not consistent 

with NNPDF3.0  pseudo-data. Therefore,  
should not be used

Nonetheless: With PDF reweighting, 
central value Bias is reduced. 
Sw2eff changes from

-0.00077 to -0.00035

Statistics,  8 TeV CMS-like detector
Using PDF reweighting,  with NNPDF3.0
sw2eff =0.23132   bias = +0.00012
PDF error reduced from 
0.00051 to 0.00029

Using PDF reweighting,  with MMHT
sw2eff =0.23075   bias= -0. 00035
PDF error reduced from 
0.00040 to 0.00025
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Direct Mw 
Measurement with  
CT10 and MMHT 
differ by 15 MeV.

AFB data would 
favor one set over
another
(also W asym data)

PDF uncertainties on the W boson mass measurement from the lepton 
transverse momentum distribution
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MC studies:  LHC with the new  techniques:

With current 8 TeV sample (12M dilepton events):
A CMS like detector at the LHC can match D0 or CDF errors at the Tevatron

In constraining PDFs, the more data the better. Therefore, with more integrated lumino
sity, both statistical errors and PDF errors are reduced (though not as much as statistic
al errors ).  Therefore, with increasing integrated luminosity, or by combining  data fro
m several experiments, it is possible to reduce both statistical and PDF errors.

With a 13 TeV sample (120M dilepton events):
A CMS like detector at the LHC can reduce the errors by a factor of 2. 
With the same statistical samples:  Direct and indirect measurements of W mass have 

similar errors.

0.024 GeV
0.024 GeV
0.018 GeV

0.00035 GeV (total)

Total

Tevatron
combination

Bodek et al. EPJC, 76(3), 1-12 (2016)


